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another/other
After the student left, the teacher let ___6 another ___ student taste the water. He spit it out,
___7 saying___（say）it was awful. Apparently=obviously , it was no longer fresh because of the old
leather container. He asked his teacher, "Sir, the water was awful. Why did you pretend to like ___8
it___ ?"
The teacher replied, “You tasted the water. I tasted the gift. The water was simply the
container for an act of kindness and love. Nothing could be ___9 sweeter___（sweet）."
We understand this lesson best ___10 when___ we receive gifts of love from children. Whether
it is a cheap pipe or a diamond necklace, the proper response is appreciation. We love the idea within
the gift rather than the thing.
respond -》n. response
research =survey =study=investigation 调查，研究
complicated 复杂的
original 原稿，手稿
copies
Research has become both simpler and more complex. It’s simpler because, ___1 if /when___ you
have a computer, you can find information you need by searching the Internet. For all your
information, you don’t have to go to ___2 the___ library to find the relevant （相关的）resource（资
源） and take notes on it. Instead, you can find some sources from the Internet ___3 and___ print 打印
（printer 打印机） the copies（copy 复制，复印） needed. Remember, however, that you should
usually consult different types of sources. That is, you ___4 shouldn’t ___ always rely just on the
Internet for your research.
consultant 顾问
consult ->consultation n. 咨询
assist ->assistance n. 帮助；assistant 助手
compete-》competition n 竞争；competence =ability能力
rely 依赖，依靠
reliable 可依赖的，可依靠的
While（虽然） finding information is easier than ever, at the same time, researching has
become ___5 more ___ complex. There is a lot more material (材料) available（有空的）, which means
you may be overwhelmed ___6_with__ the amount of information. You need to learn ___7 how___ to
sort through and find the relevant information for your particular project. Also, ___8 you ___ need to
check the accuracy of it.
sort 种类，v. 分类
particular 特殊的；特定的
particularly=especially 尤其是，专门
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accuracy 精准
accurate adj. 精准的
inaccurate adj. 不准的
Chengdu has dozens of new millionaires, Asia’s biggest building, and fancy new hotels. But for
tourists like me, pandas are its top 1 attraction

(attract).

fancy 精美的
profit 利润 profitable 有利可图的
benefit 利益，好处
beneficial=good
non-profit 非盈利
cute-adorable 可爱的
go back to=date back to=trace back to 追溯到...
starvation n. 饥饿
starve 饥饿
So it was a great honour to be invited backstage at the not-for-profit Panda Base, where
ticket money helps pay for research, I 2 被动，过去，单数：was allowed

(allow) to get up

close to these cute animals at the 600- acre centre. From tomorrow, I will be their UK ambassador 大
使. The title 标题；头衔 will be 3 officially

(official) given to me at a ceremony 典礼 in London.

But my connection with pandas goes back 4 to
词 when

my days on a TV show in the mid-1980s, 5 连

I was the first Western TV reporter 6 非谓语：被动 done permitted

(permit) to

film v-拍摄 a special unit(单元，群体) caring for pandas rescued 救助from starvation in the wild.
permit 允许
But my connection with pandas goes back to my days on a TV show in the mid-1980s, when I was
the first Western TV reporter permitted to film a special unit caring for pandas rescued from
starvation in the wild.
My ambassadorial duties will include 7 introducing

(introduce) British visitors to the 120-

plus pandas at Chengdu and others at a research centre in the misty

雾蒙蒙的 mountains of

Bifengxia.
On my recent visit, I held a lively three-month-old twin that had been rejected 拒绝 by 8 its
(it) mother. The nursery team switches him every few 9 days
that=so while one is being bottle-fed, 10 the

(day) with his sister so

other is with mum—she never suspects 怀疑.

nursery home 养老院
switch 开关 v. 切换
8月初大电影
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Bags of Love
assign 安排，委任
assignment =homework 作业
Last year, I was assigned to work at an office near my mother‘s house, so I stayed with her
for a month. During that time, I helped out with the housework and contributed to the groceries.
contribute to 有助于…
make a contribution to …
grocery store 小卖店
groceries 商品
consume 消耗，消费
consumption 消耗，消费
assume 假设
assumption 假设
routine 惯例（每天都做的事）
route 线路
can 罐
head/head to/into 朝着…走去

After less than a week, I started noticing that the groceries were running out pretty quickly—
we were always suddenly out of something. 1 非谓语： 主动，同时：Wondering

(wonder) how my

mum could consume them so quickly, I began observing her daily routine for two weeks. To my
surprise, I found that she would pack a paper bag full of canned goods and head out every morning at
about nine. Eventually=finally 最后地，最终地, I decided to follow her and 2 连词 what
happened truly amazed me. She was taking the food to the refugee camp 难民营, in 3 连词which she
distributed it to children.
distribute 分发
in which =where
look up to =respect 尊重
look down to 瞧不起，看不上
sth/it hits/strikes/occurs to sb that…
I asked around and found out that my mum was very well known in the area. The kids were
very friendly with her and even looked up to her as if she were their own mother. Then it hit me—why
would she not want to tell me about what she 4 had done (do)? Was she worried about how I would
react (反应，回应) or that I would stop 5 buying

(buy) the groceries if I found out?

discover v.
when 突然
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while 尽管，虽然，然而，而
before 还未，还没
shelter 避难所
have been doing 现在完成进行时
When she got home, I told her about my discovery. 6 Before she could react, I gave her a big hug and
told her she didn‘t need to keep it a secret 7 from

me. She told me that some of the children

lived with an older lady in a shelter while others slept on the streets. For years, my mum has been
helping out by giving them whatever food she could spare. I was so impressed by 8 how selfless she
was.
save 全部
spare 一部分
selfish 自私的
selfless 无私的

Stress: Good or Bad?
regard 视为
recent/since/yet /already 现在完成时
range 范围
depress 抑郁
stick 粘
sticker 粘贴
break down 抛锚；坏了；崩溃
Stress used to be an almost unknown word, but now that we are used to talking about it, I
have found that people are beginning to get stressed about being stressed.
In recent years, stress 1 has been regarded ______ (regard) as a cause of a whole range of
medical problems, from high blood pressure to mental illness. But like so many other things, it is only
too much stress 2 that-强调句

does you harm. It is time you considered that if there were no

stress in your life, you would achieve little. If you are stuck at home with no stress, then your level of
performance 表现 will be low. Up to a certain point, the more stress you are under, the 3 better
(good) your performance will be. Beyond a certain point, though=but , further stress will only lead to
exhaustion/exhaust 疲惫, illness and finally a breakdown 崩溃. You can tell=distinguish 区分/看出来
when you are over the top and on the downward slope 坡, by asking yourself 4 a

number of

questions. Do you, for instance=for example, feel that too much is being expected of 5 yourself
, and yet find it impossible to say no? Do you find yourself getting impatient or 6 annoyed
(annoy) with people over unimportant things?...If the answer to all those questions is yes,
you had better 7 control

(control) your stress, as you probably are under more stress than is

good for you.
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annoy vt +宾语
be annoyed with

To some extent you can control the amount of stress in your life. Doctors have worked out a chart=表
格 showing how much stress is involved in=涉及 various events. Getting married is 50, pregnancy 40,
moving house 20, Christmas 12, etc. If the total stress in your life is over 150, you are twice as likely
8 to get

(get) ill.
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